More ‘refugees’. More ‘aw’ factor!
Written by K B Napier
Monday, 03 July 2017 16:00

It is sickening.

The media are again playing agony aunt over ‘refugees’ from Africa landing in Spain etc.

Firstly, there is no proof whatever they are bona fide ‘refugees’ (see my articles on the legal
definition).

But, comments made all suggest these people want a ‘better life’. That is, they are ‘economic
migrants’... who, according to international law, are illegals and must be turned away!

But, the media turn on the tears and produce another ‘aw’ factor. And the gullible repeat it.

Many thousands are promised to reach Europe every year.

They have no job viability and throw away their papers – itself an illegal act.

They also bring with them diseases that the west got rid of decades ago. That is, they will drain
taxpayers of every western country so they can ‘better themselves’.

They gain while we lose.

They only have to say they are escaping war and persecution – but cannot prove where they
come from!
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The more of these migrants we accept the lower becomes our own standards of living... and
those standards are already very low anyway for the lowest paid. Yet, their meagre taxes will
fund those who come here illegally, and they will get everything they want.

But, some say, they risk their lives to get here – it proves they are genuine.

No, it does not! Those who think that have no idea what illegals will do to get free benefits!

Their home countries give them very little, so they want to take benefits from richer countries.

But, the countries that are poor, are usually Islamic, and Islam cares nothing for its poor.

Islamic countries do not progress technically, so they stay poor. It is their own fault and the poor
they rule remain very poor.

BUT THAT IS NOT OUR PROBLEM!

This is NOT about meeting a poverty-stricken fellow countryman... this is about Islamic
countries sending us their poor, so WE become poorer and THEY become richer. The more we
take in the
worse off our own countrymen become. All our governmental services are stretched beyond
what they can cope with, yet we continue to take them all in!! It is financial and social suicide.

The very poor in the UK only rose a little by the use of new ways of working and living. We were
similar to Islamic countries, but the people worked hard to better themselves. Islamic countries
do not.

They just up their tents and invade the west, knowing westerners are gullible.
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IT IS ABOUT TIME ISLAM BORE THE WEIGHT OF ITS OWN DELUDED SOULS. WE
CANNOT BEAR THAT WEIGHT, BECAUSE AS WE GAIN MORE MIGRANTS SO WE PAY
FAR MORE FOR BENEFITS, LOWERING OUR OWN STANDARDS. IN THE END WE WILL
BE JUST BE AS POOR AS THE COUNTRIES THE MIGRANTS CAME FROM.

Stop being emotional about it. See what is truly happening before it is too late.

And, how many more jihadists will there be amongst the new crop of ‘refugees’ (who are not
refugees)?

I cannot believe how easy it is for the British to be taken-in!

Anyone with knowledge of Muslim poor will know they are more than willing to lose their lives in
order to get benefits from the west! It is about time the UK folks discovered the truth.

What I am saying comes from continuous information from the right quarters over the past ten
years or so... where do YOU get YOUR information from if you believe the media? One or two
‘friends’? A few papers you might have read? Even a visit to a so-called ‘refugee camp’? Then I
can guarantee you views are skewed by emotional lies.

As sharia and jihadist violence increases so we take in more Islamists. The end result is
disaster I urge the west who are gullible to remember the vital component in Islam – taqiyya!!
aka lying.
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